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Background
With the growing prevalence of AI and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to support decision
making throughout society, there is an urgent demand to explain what their decisions are based on.
This has led to the creation of the rapidly growing field of explainable AI (XAI). Several techniques
have been developed to shed light on how the decisions of AI systems are made. However, the vast
majority of such methods are offering explanations of the type where in the image the important
factors are appearing. These heat-mapping, saliency, activation, attention, or attribution methods
highlight where the network is “looking” when reaching a decision, but they do not answer what the
network finds as important at these positions. Is it colour, shape, texture?

Aim
This project aims to explore methods which can deliver information about conceptual factors behind
CNN decision making, enabling improved understanding – essential for confident usage of AI for
critical tasks such as medical diagnostics, but also for better insight in the underlying phenomena.

Prerequisites
● Proficiency in computer programming (Python is a must)
● Image analysis course passed with grade 4 or higher
● Knowledge and own experience of deep learning (PyTorch)

Relevant courses
● Deep Learning for Image Analysis - 1MD120
● Advanced Probabilistic Machine Learning - 1RT705
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